Countdown to NeoCon 2009: Textiles

June 14, 2009
Our last day before NeoCon leaves us with a textiles preview.
Carnegie: Bright Side Showroom 1123-A, Floor 11

This collection addresses 2 of the most high profile issues designers are facing in 2009 and beyond, performance and sustainability. The Bright Side is a high performance sustainable collection woven from 100% post consumer polyester and then finished with the cradle to cradle certified “Nanotex Resist Stains” and antimony free 100% polyester barrier “Durablock.”
Laser Cavallini

Perennials
A cheerful group of positive colors evoking a universal love of flowers.
The Campion Platt Collection
Inspired by the natural environment, Campion Platt investigated traditional ideas of quilting, stitching and clipping, in a variety of weaving techniques and set them against our visual perceptions of landscape forms.
Proenza Schouler for Knoll Luxe

Fashion house Proenza Schouler has created their first interior textile collection for Knoll Luxe. The six upholstery fabrics embody the designers' concept of "nonchalant luxury" and are inspired by their runway work.

Air Rights

Air Rights, a drapery fabric, plays with light and air through shadowy structures printed in a two tone transparency on a burnout base cloth.

Photon

KnollTextiles: Photon
Photon, a panel fabric, transforms a woven textile into a new, exaggeratedly tactile surface material.

Luna: Optique
Luna Textiles: Showroom 106, Floor 10
Optique Collection
Pairing bold patterns along with Luna’s elegant sensibility, the Optique Collection is inspired by the captivating and optimistic design aesthetic of 1940s and 1950s interiors and graphics.
Wabi-Sabi Collection

Inspired by the Japanese art of finding beauty in imperfection and profundity in nature, the Wabi-Sabi collection from Mayer Fabrics features five fabrics in 50 color ways, all woven from 100% recycled polyester.
Momentum Textiles: Showroom 10-147, Floor 10

Reveal Collection
The Reveal Collection is a collaboration between designers Mark Goetz, May Liu, and Momentum Group. The intent was to create sustainable fabrics that provide upholstery solutions for a broad spectrum of settings.

Evolve Collection
The Evolve Collection is comprised of four privacy curtain textiles that aim to help align the spatial balance between the stress of a healthcare setting and the restorative atmosphere of the natural environment.

Pallas: The Ground Breaking Collection

Pallas Textiles: Showroom 1181, Floor 11

The Ground Breaking Collection
Inspired by nature's layering of color, the collection of solids features a broad spectrum of 18 SKUs for corporate, educational, healthcare or hospitality spaces.

The Two Timing Collection
Patterns in the collection mimic the look and feel of quilting, embossing and weaving to create unique shades and textures with a soft, rich hand. Colors range from deep metallics to lustrous brights, all timeless and beautiful.
**More Than Fine Collection**

More Than Fine exhibits four textiles in extreme forms and exquisite materials. Pleats, cords, velvets and tweeds were re-engineered to create fabrics which showcase these constructions in a novel and provocative manner.

**Unika Vaev: The Discovery Collection**

These heavy duty upholstery fabrics add sophisticated luxury to any contract interior installations. Applying the latest nanofinish technology on Reveal and Loop de Loop increase their resistance to stains and add to their lifetime.

**The LIFE Textiles Collection by Instyle**

This group of 8 upholstery products, all constructed of 100% wool, has superior functionality in the contract market. LIFE is an acronym for Low Impact For the Environment.